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119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 Zoom out Zoom on page 1/126 The next page user guide v2.0Forcraft Si Expression 1, 2 3Incorporating Software version 1.6® Page 2User ManualAPPENDIX 01: NO SOUND?NO SOUND? ATTACHMENT 01: NO SOUND? Troubleshooting Guide.One of the most common problems
with mixing consoles  input does not appear in the output. There are many possible reasons for this, but the best way to solve the problem it is to such as to ensure that the Control Channel is established properly and to go through a signal pathway and exercise where 'rest' ... You can check the exact audio path of any
signal by referring to the signal path diagram in Chapter 6.Is Solos inactive? If the CLR SOLO button is illoated red, then there are solo channels and all other channels can be silenced. This should not affect left/Right or Mono key output unless Solo In Place is enabled in the SOLO menu. Also, if the Solo 'Auto' mode of
the system might turn to the AFL – with faders down you will lose the signal. Change Solo Mode in the SOLO menu. Clear all Active Solo by pressing the CLR SOLO button. Are The Control Channels, Input Channels and Input Patches correct? Physical input should be pasted to the Input Channel, and The Input Channel
should be controlled by the Control Channel.For example, by default (factory settings) Mic/Line Input 1 is pasted to the Channel CH 01 Input mono, which is filled by The Control Channel in Slot 1, Fader Layer A. Other default patches are listed at 5.2.You can check which Control Channels control the Input Channel which
in the FA SETUP menu (See 3.2.2). You can check the physical inputs pasted to the Input Channel by selecting the relevant Control Channel. The Paste input menu item (INPUT from the Main Touch Screen Menu) will show the currently pasted physical input. See 5.1 references for more information. Is there anything on
the meter? By checking the input and output route meters, you should be able to fuel the problem to a great level. The input channel's screening comes after Mic/Line input but before the rest of the Input Channel. Therefore, if the input signal is valid, pasted correctly, you have selected the correct Control Channel (CELL
button) and you have quite Profit, you should see the level indicator on the meter in the IN section of the Assignable Channel Strip (7.2.1). Output Channel screening is taped just before the physical output patch. Are they 'in PH'? Phases may only cause problems if coherent signals are used for more than one channel
and they are both routed in the same way. For example, you might use test signals, or use two channels for the same signal. You can check whether the phase is an issue by changing Phase by 180 degrees on one of those channels (use the FASA button for that audio channel in the IN section of ACS - 7.2.1). If the
audio returns, then look for the cause of the phase issue - perhaps a balanced connection has been wrongly wired, for example. Page 3 User Manual12: OSCILLATOROSCILLATOR12: OSCILLATORThe's internal Oscillator is a signal generator available for various testing purposes. It can generate either waves of pigs or
pink sounds (the same power per octave) and has a wide range of routing options for Mixed and Matrix buses, as well as pasteable physical output. It is not possible to point directly to the console LR and MONO buses, although you can route the Oscillator signal to the Mixed bus host then use the LR and MONO routing
keys. Oscillator patches are stored in Quotes; Default bearing settings to Switch off following the power cycle. Route For MIX/MTXRoute signals oscenders to mixed buses and individual Matrix. The routing of oscillators to each bus should be enabled using the SOLO button on master.Route Buses to AllRoute oscillators
to all Mix and Matrix buses. LevelSet signal level Oscillator. Page 4User Manual11.4: SOFTWARE UPDATE SETTINGS SOFTWARE &gt; SOFTWARE UPDATE11.4: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; SOFTWARE UPDATEThe Si EXPRESSION software updated via USB port on the front panel. Special details and instructions
for any release will be included with the software clearance package; However, normal procedures are listed below for reference:1. Unzip the  the USB key in the root directory, you need to have two or three : Phrases.bin; information .xml; PerformerFader.hex (optional, see release notes).2. Turn off the console using
the Power key (Press and hold the Power Key until it  orange, then press again).3. Press and hold the Power key for approximately 5 seconds. The Software Loader screen will appear.4. Enter the USB stick and then press the MENU key.5. Select the .xml  the adjustable encoder. The LOAD button at the bottom right of
the touch screen window will appear when a valid option is made.6. Press the LOAD button. The software will start loading.7. Wait until both progress bars have reached 100%, and a 'tick' symbol has appeared on the right of each progress bar, before removing the Usb. NOTE: Always follow the onscreen instructions and
release notes as an update to  similar may be additional user input. 5 User Manual11.5: RESOLESYSTEM KONSOLSI SETTINGS &gt; CONSOLE11.5: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; CONSOLE RESET The following procedure will restore the console back to the default factory and reformat the domestic SD card. DO NOT
do this if you want to save the stored data (Show). You can use the RESET option in the SYSTEM menu to set parameters and settings back to refinery defaults without destroying the data. Remember: All the hints, cues, users,  and performances will be lost.1. Starting with the console off, hold the POWER key for ~5
seconds until the console starts.2. Press the MENU key as soon as the loading screen appears.3. Press the keys LR, MONO and FX1 together, this opens the current pack page.4. Press the CLEAR SD CARD button on the touch screen.5. Start the console first. Page 6 User Manual11.3.2: PROFILESSYSTEM
SETTINGS &gt; SECURITY &gt; PROFILS11.3.1: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; SECURITY &gt; PROFILSCANCELCancel during creation Prole or edit without saving any modified values. SAVESave during Prole.ProleSelect pro to view or edit. Touch or select a value field to select Profile. You may only edit your profile
when logged on as Administrator. 7 User Manual11.3.1: ADD/EDIT USER SETTINGS &gt; SAFETY &gt; ADD/EDIT USER11.3.1: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; SECURITY &gt; ADD/EDIT USERCANCELCancel current User creation or edit without saving any changed values. SAVESave current user. Page 8 User
Manual11.3: MENUSYSTEM SAFETY SETTINGS &gt; SAFETY MENU 11.3: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; MENU YOUR SAFETYLock console. After locking, the console will require the User selection and related password for the operation. NOTE: The word traffic should not be easily restored if lost or forgotten. DELETE
USERDelete the selected user. The system will request an authorization in the Touch Screen to authorize this action. SelectSelect User from the current list. You may or may select a User to log on as that most important user. The Touch Screen will expose the User/Password login screen for that purpose. PROFILAccess
menu Proles.Use the Profile Menu to add and edit profiles that can be allocated to users. 'Profile' is a set of achievement privileges that are allocated to the User ('User' is the person's account / administrator). 9 User Manual11.2: SYSTEM MENUSYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; SYSTEM MENU11.2: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt;
MENUHiQnet SYSTEM Powered / Lacking HIQnet's Ability Efforts On of Off.This console can send HiQnet Venue Events on a circuit together with signal memory. Please see chapter ref-ence 9.2 for more information. Consoles can also control Soundweb London Device Pre devices directly via HiQnet - see chapter 5.1.1
reference for more information. Address HiQnet address of this device. Page 10 User Manual11.2: SYSTEM MENUSYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; MENU11.2: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; SYSTEM MENUConsole TypeConsole Model - Read AllReset OnlyRESET all parameters including name and and to the negligent refinery.
You will be prompted to authenticate this action in the software version of Screen.Software VersionCurrent - Read only. LOGA EVENT log event event c. Can be useful for shooting problems and for technical support sta. DateSystem Date.Touch or choose to bring the date editor in the Touch Screen.Console
NameName consoleTouch / select the value field to bring the QWERTY keyboard to edit the Name. Page 11User Manual11.2: SYSTEM MENUSYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; MENU11.2: SYSTEM SETTINGS &gt; MENU SYSTEM MENUThe system provides information about the console itself, as well as offering settings for
console names, date, time, keywords, and circuit settings (for HiQnet and Soundweb functions). The System menu also provides original set functions for channels, bass, slaps, and 'all', as well as the CHANNELSReset Event Log.RESET all Input audio channels to refinery defaults. Includes all Channel Input audio
parameters, channel name and channel type (Mono/Linked). It doesn't include a slap. You will be prompted to authorize this action in the Touch Screen.RESET BUSESReset all output audio channels (Bus Masters) to the refinery negligence. Includes all Master Bus audio parameters, bass name and bass type
(Mono/Stereo). It doesn't include a slap. You will be required to authorize this action in the Touch Screen.RESET PATCHINGReset all slaps the system to the refinery negligence. You will be asked to authenticate this action in the Touch Screen.Page 12User Manual11.0: PRIORITY, SYSTEM, SECURITYSYSTEM 11.0
SETTINGS: PRIORITY, SYSTEM, SECURITYSystem Settings are accessed through the Touch Screen Main Menu and appear under the priority menu, SYSTEM, and SAFETY.11.1: Primacy (PREFS)The PREFS menu is primarily related to LEDs and LCD (exposure, buttons and others) brightness and alignment.
However, this is also where you empower or power the D.O.G.S. (Direct Output Profit Stabilizer) mod so getting a change to the pre-ampus mix doesn't affect the Direct Output stage.11.2: SystemThe System menu provides information about the console itself, as well as offering settings for console names, date, time,
keywords, and circuit settings (for HiQnet and Soundweb functions). The System Menu also provides reassignment functions for channels, bass, slaps, and 'all', as well as the Event Log.11.3 Console: KONsol SECURITYThis can be set to allow privileges of speciationc access to multiple users. You can lock various
console functions, as destined in Proles Users. If LOCK is set in the Safety menu, a user selection and a valid password are required to control the console. User Manual 13.3.1: MISC FX PARAMETERSLEXICON FX &gt; OVERDUE &gt; OVERDUE PARAMETERS10.3.1: LEXICON FX &gt; MISSED &gt; MISC FX
PARAMETERSRot MaxSets maximum speed at which LF will rotate. Rotate  only: Speed limit is used when speed parameters are converted from Slow to MinRotary effect only: Minimum speed of HF rotary horn. Speed limit is applied when the speed parameter is converted from slow to Fast.Horn MaxRotary effect only:
The maximum speed of the HF rotary horn. Speed limits are used when speed parameters are converted from Slow to Fast.DopplerIncreases or reduce the effects of the Doppler pitch. The Doppler e ect is an increase and fall in the pitch experienced by observers as sound sources move towards or away from them, as
waves compress or thrive. Shift 'n'Determines the number of pitch shifts or detuns shifting from the original signal source. In  can be a subtle e  to add a little warmth to the chorus. Delay 'n' delays - Shift DelaySets deferral time before a pitch shift or detun effect is heard in the effects of Pitch Shift and Detune. Rotate  only:
Speed limit is used when speed parameters are converted from Slow to Quick. 14 User Manual10.3.1: MISC FX PARAMETERSLEXICON FX &gt; DELAYS &gt; DELAY PARAMETERS10.3.1: LEXICON FX &gt; delay &gt; MISC FX PARAMETERSpeedSets speed where the effect cycle is modified. Depth - LFO Depth
Intensity of its effects. This control  the LFO release only. It doesn't  email messages on individual wave form outputs. Voice - Number of VoicesControls the number of additional Chorus voices. Higher volumes add more wealth to  Chorus. RegenerationControls the amount of modified signals fed back into input, creating
feedback. Higher volumes add more resonance to signals. Different - DiffusionCreates effect smoothing times similar to diffuse in reverb. In  can be a subtle e  to add a little warmth to the chorus. Pre Dly - Pre DelayDetermines total offset between the two signals that create  wall effect. Lower values create e , higher
values produce more extreme whooshing noise. Page 15User Manual10.2.1: DELAY PARAMETERSLEXICON FX &gt; delays &gt; delays to parameTERS10.2.1: LEXICON FX &gt; delays &gt; delays to paraMETERSmearDucking total attenuations. Only available for Tape and Reverse Delay, this parameter controls the
amount of smears, or deterioration of signals and frequency loss. The higher the settings, the more each repeated delays lose qualifying compared to the original signal. Ratio - Tap RatioControls ratio of left and right output pipe compared to delay time. Specifically to the E level Delay Pong, this controls the deferment time
of the o set between the left and right pipes, expressed as the ratio of the left to the  at the right time. In the middle of the pipe has the same time (1:1). Swaps - Tap SwapSwaps balancing delay time is set by Pipe Ratio.Specific to Pong e ect Delay - reverses determined by the Paip Ratio control. Depth - Modulation
DepthControl modulation, or depth in Modulated Delay.Lower settings result in a smoother korus while higher value provides a more subshynation chorus than recurring delays. Pan - Tap PanAdjust pan position in stereo signal eld of Tap 1 and Tap 2.MixRatio of Wet to Dry signal.100% is a completely wet signal (e ect) ;
0% is a completely dry (original) signal. Page 16User Manual10.2: DELAYS FX &gt; DELAYS10.2: LEXICON FX &gt; DELAYDelays repeats the sound of a short time after it as happens. Delays become echo when output is fed back into input (feedback). This turns a repeat into a series of repeats, each slightly softer
than the latter. Studio DelayThe Studio Delay features up to 1 second of stereo delay and offers built-in duckers that weaken output every time a signal is present on the input. This can be used to store original signals from dying with repeated delays.2-Tap DelayThe 2-Tap may be best described as adjustable barrel
delays where each pipe can be set individually in relation to deferment time. 2 pipes are the percentage calculated from the time of actual delay from 1-100% (for example, if the deferment time is 500ms and Tap 1 is set to 50% and Tap 2 is set to 100%, Tap Time 1 will be 250ms and Tap 2 times will be 500ms). The
narrow distance of the percentage of pipes can widen the stereo image of delays while the wider pipe distance can create a rhythmic delay line. Modulated Delays Modulated Delays were enhanced by the LFO (low frequency oscillary) that resulted in a dredging effect on repeated delays. This is a huge delay for guitar
and instrument routes that require something special. Mono DelayThe Mono Delay is the cleanest, most accurate delay program, with up to 1 second of mono delay with panned output, and built-in duck features. Pong DelayThis delayed the effects of repeated delayed pans from left to right, while input signals remained at
the original position (centre). Tape DelayIn days before digital, delays were created using a special tape recorder where the magnetic recording tape was clamped, with carefully spaced recordings and playback heads. The effect of the delay was created by tape moving in the space between the head of the record and the
playback - while the delay time was adjusted by changing the speed of the tape loop. Although very musical-sounding, wow and utter combined with signal loss high frequency, and as far as low frequency, all elements are usually associated with tape recordings. The impact of delayed DelayThis delays overturned
emulating the tricks of the old half tape upwards, playing backwards through tape delays, and recording the effects. Delay builds from softer to stronger - creating a sensation that delay before the signal. Page 17User Manual10.2.1: DELAY PARAMETERSLEXICON FX &gt; DELAYS &gt; DELAY PARAMETERS10.2.1:
LEXICON FX &gt; DELAYS &gt; PARAMETERSDLY Time DELAY - Delay timeControls deferment period compared to Tempo.At midnight delays repeat delay synchronized with the Tempo button; Lower values create faster repeats, while higher values increase the time between repeats. FeedbackControls number of
repeated delays by feeding output delay signals back into delayed input. This creates a series of repeated delays, each slightly intensified until they become inceptionable. Higher settings create more repeats; lowering settings reduces the number of repeats. When this knob is fully clocked, it involves Repeat Hold - a
delay repeatedly playing back in an infinitive loop, but no further input signals are introduced into the e direct delays. Hold repeats are only available in Studio, Mono and Pong Delay.Hi PassFrequencies below and /removed. Lo PassFrequencies above is now removed /removed. Duck Lvl - Ducks Level signals input
where the duck takes place. Studio, Mono and Pong delays only. The Ducks caused repeated delays to be released by variable volumes when the input signals were present. When the performance pauses, the signal level delays back to its normal settings. This allows for delays to remain  e-mail, but does not collide with
the original signal. For example while the vocaly is currently being fattened, the level of delay is stored, but in the pause the repeat level is brought to provide a smooth tail to the vocal phrase. Ducker's threshold sets a level where input signals should be in the duck to cut - the higher the threshold, the stronger the
necessary signal for the duck to take place. Duck Thr - Duck ThresholdDucking amount of attenuation. Ducker level sets the attenuation amount once the signal has exceeded the threshold. 0dB does not duck, 18dB is the maximum amount of duck to a delayed signal. Page 18User Manual10.3: MISC FXLEXICON FX
&gt; MISC FX10.3: LEXICON FX category &gt; MISC FXThe MISC provides a primarily motivated effect and varies pitch. ChorusChorus creates a lush sound, full of combining two or more signals together where one is unaffected and other signals vary in a pitch very little over time. Chorus is usually used to fatten tracks
and add body to guitar without coloring the original tone. Chorus can also be used with discretion to thicken the vocal track. The effect of FlangerThis was originally created by simultaneous footage and played back two similar programs on two corder re-tapes, then used hand pressure against a reel tape settlement to
slow down pence one machine, then another. PhaserThe Phaser automatically moves the frequency of conquering up and down the signal spectrum by means of low fre-quency oscillation (LFO), creating a comb type effect lter. This effect is very useful on key (espe-cially pad preset) and guitar. TremoloTremolo/Pan
creates rhythmic changes in signal amplitude. Tremolo is obtained by setting Phase to 0 degrees, and affects both amplitude amplitude channels If Phase is set to 180 degrees, the AutoPanner effect is generat-ed, with the amplitud of one channel raised while the other channel is lowered. VibratoVibrato is obtained by
smoothly changing the cue field only sharply  the origin at a specified level. The phase controls either the fields of the two channels being adjusted together, or in the opposite direction. The RotaryRotary sound magnifying cabinet is designed to provide a magnificent vibrato/koir feel for electronic theatres and church
organs. The most famous rotary speaker is The Leslie™ Model 122, which has two reciproal elements: a high-frequency horn and a low-frequency rotor with slow and fast speed. ShiftThis Pitch impressions shift the frequency spectrum of input cues. Changing the sound field produces a variety of effects - from smooth
detun to full hose switching to or down the two octave ranges. The Pitch Shift impression is a chromat-ic shifter, which means all scale notes are moved by the same interval. Pitch Shift is especially useful with guitar tracks, monophonic picket lines, or where a distinctive vocal impression is required. DetuneDetune adds a
slightly switched version of the original source, thickening the sound. This embodies a very effective simulation of bi-ingesting. It is also a great alternative to the chorus effect, adding to the richness of the cordus without the hearable stroke caused by the corus levels. User Manual 19.3.1: MISC FX
PARAMETERSLEXICON FX &gt; OVERDUE &gt; MISSED PARAMETERS10.3.1: LEXICON FX &gt; Delay &gt; MISC FX PARAMETERSWaveformSelects wave pattern used by modulated impressions. Choose from sine waves, triangle waves, Stepped Triangles, and rawak. PhaseControls either amplitude or depth
changes apply in both left and right outputs simultaneously or between left and right outputs. This control is  LFO output only. It has no  on the output of individual waveforms. Phs Stgs – Phase StagesSelects between 4-, 8-, or 12-state phase shifters. Spread - Stereo SpreadIncreases or reduce the stereo feel of Rotary.
Drive - Overdrive GainAdjust overdrive gain to the preamp part of the sound magnifier impression play. Di  can be a  e  to add a little warmth to the korus. Rot MinSets the minimum speed at which the LF Speaker will rotate. Play e  only: The speed limit is used when the speed parameter is changed from Slow to Fast. User
Manual 20.3.1: MISC FX PARAMETERSLEXICON FX &gt; Overdue &gt; Overdue PARAMETERS10.3.1: LEXICON FX &gt; Overdue &gt; MIS FX PARAMETERSFdbk 'n' - FeedbackAdjusts how many switching cues are sent back overdue lines in Pitch Shift and De-tune.For embodying the e ects type arpeggio. Pan
'n'Set cauldron position in stereo  each pipeline in 2-Tap Delay or any padang switching channel/impression Allow Allow the width will be increased by the panning version of the original signal that has been moved slightly up and down, to the left and right channels respectively. MixRatio of Wet to Dry signal.100% is a
completely wet signal (e ect) ; 0% is a completely dry (original) signal. Page 21 User Manual11.1: PREFERENCE SETTINGS &gt; PRIORITYS11.1: SYSTEM SETTINGs &gt; PRIORITYSPrefrens includes console enlightenment settings and D.O.G.S. systems (Live Profit Stabilizer). LED BrightnessAdjust brightness LED
across the console. This includes all encoding, ironing, and LED status indicators. FaderGlow BrightnessAdjust brightness FaderGlow across the console. This includes all color fading lighting. Bright ScreenAdjust Touch Screen brightness. D.O.G.S.Enable/Disable Direct Out Gain Stabiliser system.D.O.G.S. is a tool that
prevents Direct Output levels from changing when MIC Profit is changed - so any feed taken from the console remains stable. That is, it maintains a profit structure stored between channel input and direct output when multiple devices share one source. When enabled, the D.O.G.S. adjusts the level of direct output from
each channel inversely to any manual change of mic profit control (across +16/-10dB) changes in the channel. Page 22User ManualAPPENDIX 01: NO SOUND?NO SOUND? ATTACHMENT 01: NO SOUND? Is Gate closed? It is possible for the wrong Entrance process to stop all signals. This happens most often when
the threshold is set too high and the signal never gets strong enough to 'open' the gates. You can easily check it by turning on the Gateway process  GATE button in the GATE section of the ACS (7.2.2). If there is a Assigned Insert Point, is the signal returned? Insert point interferes with the  by patching out physical
and physical input. If the signal is not returned to The Insert Return (or no Returns Insert patch) then the signal will stop there. The easiest way to check is to check the INSERT page from the Touch Screen Home menu. If the problem channel has an allocated Slaughter Point, check that both Silent Point and Back for that
Silent Point have a valid patch and a returned signal (from an external processor, for example). Reference section 5.1 has specific information about Insert patches. Are channels inside and not silent? If the On Channel Control button is either not illoded, or illoded red (part of an active Dumb Group) then this will silence
the signal. Turn off the associated Silent group or press the ON button to fix the problem. The operation of the base ON button is described in section 7.3, while the Dure Group is covered in 8.1.Is fader up? Fader needs high enough when heading to any post-fad destination. If your problem output route is set pre-fader,
then this won't affect anything. You can check the Routing of Prause/Post any Mixed Bus from Channels in the INPUTS menu - Each Mixed/Practice Post (6.1.1). Are channels beheaded to valid output? If the signal is beheaded to the right and no proper output exists - either because it is not pasted, or because there are
other problems with the right-hand path - then no signal will be heard. Set the Pan to the middle to make sure this is not a problem. User Manual 23 Page: OSCILLATOROSCILLATOR12: OSCILLATORFrequencySet FrequencySet for Sine Oscillator output. TypeSet signal type for Oscillator output. Either Sine Waves or
Pink Sounds (full spectrum, the same power per octave). Oscillator Out PatchSet physical output for OscillatorTouching signals or choosing a value field will bring the regular patch screen in the Touch Screen. See Section 5.0 for more information. Details.
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